Saturday, May 21
5-8pm
@ The Soil Factory
610 Elmira Rd (near Ithaca Beer)

**POT LUCK DINNER & SHOW!**

5pm
“LET US EAT the COLORS of NATURE’S SPECTRUM”

Bring a colorful dish to honor the sumptuous colors of our foods, and the roles of sun, soil, rain, microorganisms, decaying matter, minerals and enzymes that craft the hues and tones that sustain and gratify us. Bring your own utensils (dish, fork, cup, napkin, etc) as well as anything else to share: flowers, drinks, etc.

6:30pm
“UN-TALENT SHOW”

A time to applaud informal and liminal talents! Invite anybody, wear something fabulous, and bring a 2-3 minute **whatever**: a terrible pun or thoroughly untested standup routine, a performance, a band that started yesterday, a tiny modern dance with just your face, a reading, a very small puppet show, in other words an **un-talent**. No need to prepare whatsoever! Or do prepare if that’s your thing! Able to imitate a violin with your nostril? Explain simple concepts confusingly? Ready to work out the kinks of a new hobby? Whatever we have is worthy of celebration!

*Hope to see you there!*
Questions about dinner? linda@artnownpublications.com Questions about the show? anna.ialeggio@gmail.com